Why We Need a New Political Purpose in America Today
This New Purpose is The Prime Law of The Twelve Visions Party®
We the American People see a century-long trend
occurring within the Democratic and Republican Parties today in
that each of these parties have become all about gaining political
power over the general populous within America today.
This control is administered through a constant increase in taxation
and the drafting of highly regulative and irrational laws which
continually undermine our freedoms in America. Because of these
errors occurring in our political system today, the American
economic stability continues to collapse in on itself as we gradually
bankrupt the stability of our nation, even at an international level.
Today the economic stability of the United States seems
questionable in the eyes of our international neighbors. China
recently referred to America as a “Paper Tiger” when speaking of
its economic future.
History does seem to repeat itself…
When our Constitution was drafted by our Founding Fathers, its purpose was to protect the
American Citizens from the heavy suppression of the ruling class elite, which in that time was
the rule over the American territories as administered by England and her Queen. Today it
seems the ruling class elite which are destroying the beauty and prosperity of America are, in
fact living within our own boarders, they are the elected officials which we have voted into office.
We believed their agendas which were presented to us when they ran for office seeking our
vote; however the generality between both the Democratic and Republican Parties of our day
seems to be their failure to hear the voice of the American people, and to represent us in truth
and integrity. Today politics is not about the representation of the rights of the American people;
it is about the power grab struggle in the House and the Senate with regard to who will get the
most allocated funds for their special interest programs. This removal from true service and
truthful representation of the people in America has become the nightmare that we all must live
with throughout America today.
Because of the overly suppressive regulations placed on the early settlers in America, the
economy gradually began to wither and collapse in on itself creating poverty and hopelessness
for all people in early America. Heavily taxed through tariffs and irrational regulations, the early
settlers could not survive.
Because of this our Founding Fathers drafted the Declaration of Independence, our current
United States Constitution, and the Bill of Rights. Each one of these documents had a very
specific purpose in the laws that were outlined in their texts. That single and most important
purpose was to provide for “The Protection of the American People.”
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Today our Politicians and their flaw filled agendas have weakened our economy at an
international level so that America is no longer considered the substantial world power that she
once was. This puts each and every one of us into the hands of the dangerous threat of
terrorist attacks and economic collapse. We, the non-ruling class, have become “Victims” of the
politicians and their corrupted agendas in America today; it is frightening to think that they are
now the ruling class elite in America. If America is seen as a quote, “Paper Tiger,” she will be
vulnerable to the threat of attack and ruin at a world wide level. Who will protect the people in
America Today? It is not the power driven agendas of the elite ruling class and their politicians.
Because of the corruption and compromise in our current political structure, it is no longer those
which we have voted into office that can protect us because they have removed themselves
from protecting the American people in their drive for the acquisition of more and more power.
It is the Twelve Visions Party® that will end the rule of man and their flaw filled agendas
and thereby will launch the wealth of mankind! In this way, The Twelve Visions Party®
is the Non-Ruling Class Unifier for the American people today…
Our politicians have convinced us that we need their handouts through their programs for the
social good in order to survive in America today. They have taken our economy under their
control so that they can decide when, where, and how your money will be provided to you. This
creates your dependence on them making them necessary to your life. This is not the purpose
that our Founding Fathers outlined for the elected servants to the U.S. Constitution and its
people. Their purpose was to remove these types corrupted elite control over the masses, and
thereby protect the American people from a suppressive régime.
The Twelve Visions Party® is a new, American lead, political purpose that will reverse the
century-long political power-grab by making politics only about protection of the American
people once again, and not about obtaining political power. This focus will thrust America into
great prosperity once again for all people, including the working poor.
Remember the laws and purpose of government as drafted for America by our Founding Fathers
was to “Protect Us” and not dole out our livelihoods. We were to be set free from oppressive
regulations and taxation which prevented us from making our economy rise up through the
advancement of technological enhancements, as produced by the vibrancy and genius of the
American People who had been set free from controlling regulations so that they began to live
exhilarating lives and create these innovations within society. This freedom and exhilaration,
once given back to the American people, is the very thing that sparked the Industrial Revolution
through the innovations of men and women who had been set free to dream and create for
themselves, their own prosperity!
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The Twelve Vision Party introduces the fundamental, natural law of protection
— the Prime Law to the American people of our day. The Prime Law protects
the smallest of all minorities: the individual — a minority of one. It protects
everyone equally and does not favor a group or significant voting segment of
the population. Therefore, the vote-gathering power-play is not available for democrats or
republicans with the Prime Law in place.
The rising rule of man and his strengthening ruling class of Democrats and Republicans have
severely damaged this country. Ordinary people are suffering. The Twelve Visions Party is here
to reverse the rising rule of man and eventually eradicate it and its destruction of government
and country. The Twelve Visions Party recognizes a very unique opportunity to rapidly and
radically turn this economy around. Whereas people’s wallets suffer greatly under the rising rule
of man in America, the Twelve Visions Party sees a unique opportunity to arrest the rule of man
and its suppressive ruling class in order to free the geniuses of society to make everyone
prosperous, including the poor! Make All the People Rich, Including the Poor, the premier
(and timeless) National Platform of the Twelve Visions Party, opens the mind-space to visualize
a Twelve-Visions World. You can become a hero to your children and their futures! Vote for a
Twelve Visions Party® Candidate in 2016! Take Back America, Take Back Your Life!

The Twelve Visions Party®
2016 Platform Summary
Making All the People Rich,
Including the Poor! How Will This Happen?
The Prime Law Amendment being supported by the members of the Twelve Visions Party® in
America will implement the TVP®, (Twelve Visions Party®) Platform values and insert those
values into the American economy through innovative business practices. By inserting the
Twelve Visions Party® Platform into our society; these values will make all people rich,
including the poor. All Americans will soon realize the wealth, health, and peace that they were
meant to have. With the Prime Law Amendment a part of our societal and governmental
framework, America is on the road to prosperity for one and for all.
These following Twelve Visions Party® Platform summaries are the realizations of the Twelve
Visions of Mark Hamilton. You can read his complete ideas about these life enhancing
strategies in Mr. Hamilton’s book titled, “Wealth, Health, and Peace.”
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Imagine…No Taxes!
Are You Ready To Thrive In
America Once Again?
The American economy today is
balanced on a very fragile, and
dependency
based
platform.
Today’s current political platform is
one of taxation for representation.
Individuals are taxed through the
product distribution of business
owners. Business owners suffer
the greatest due to the politicians
ever increasing tax proposals
which are designed to fund
government.
This brings a two fold tax increase to the business owner, a heavy financial burden which
hinders productivity and prosperity. They pay their taxes on products needed to maintain both
their lives and the operations of their businesses. On top of that, they also are heavily
regulated to the point that the regulations set down in the Politician’s suppressive laws and
mandates prevent them from receiving the "Net Profit" that should be possible to them.
Business owners should get a "Performance Pay" for providing value to the economy; and not
additional taxation as business owners.
The economy of the Twelve Visions Party replaces the burden of taxation with the removal of
these taxes. This allows the business operator to advance his company growth potential
dramatically. This will increase the Job Market. Businesses are where the jobs are — so more
and more people who have been badly wounded by today’s collapsing economy will directly
benefit from the new prosperity in America brought about by The Twelve Visions Party®
Business Professionals who will at once be able to grow their businesses and open up more
employment into the American economy. No more Regulatory Commissions are needed in a
Twelve Visions World. Instead, you will thrive as the prosperity in America continually rises
due to the increase in productivity being offered in a competitive market place environment.
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This new market place will drive down the cost in commodities allowing our buying power to
double and triple from what it is today, (making all people rich, including the poor). Instead of
Inflation there will be exhilaration for all as they are no longer suppressed and controlled
through political rhetoric, unreasonable regulations, and over-taxation.

Immigration — Let the Creators Come!
In the Twelve Visions Party® America not only has no taxes; it also has no need for welfare due to the
new economic stability brought about through the Twelve Vision Party® business dynamics. So, as in
the early days of America, only the best of the foreigners – the smartest job creators and the hardest
workers — come to America because they realize the benefits that are now available in America under
the Prime Law.
Now America has the best in the world — the best value creators, best job creators, and the hardest
working people from around the world adding greater innovations and industry into our new prosperous
American economy. As in the history of our Founding Fathers, America is once again known as the
land of opportunity. People from all around the world come to America to build and contribute to its new
economic strength. None of those early immigrants came to America with the idea of taking from our
government.
They came here with a dream and a passion to fulfill that dream. Those early immigrants contributed
enormously to America’s rising prosperity. Some of those immigrants built the original industrial
empires in America. What the Twelve Visions Party® will bring to America is the revival of a passion
for production, greatly increasing the economic stability in America through the injection of greater
commerce and exchange.

Small Government / Rich Main Street
Removing Flaw Filled Political Practices from American Politics
In early America, our country was the envy of the world. Now, American industry is mired in regulations,
legislation, taxes. America is stuck and sinking in political entrapment and ineffectiveness, as a result
the American economy is in collapse.
This will change as American economy begins to boom again with the heavy burden of taxation
removed from the American people and its economics. The removal of taxations in today’s America,
just as in the times of early America, begins to attract economic growth, industrial expansion, and
heightened prosperity. This attracts international growth expansion as the smartest creators and the
hardest workers rush in from around the world to produce their economic values and creations within
America.
Now, the standards of living in main street America begin to rise, and keep rising as
business continues to grow creating more and more job opportunities for all in America. With the
increase in productive economics in America, the cost of products and services are greatly reduced in
this highly competitive business environment. This is what drives down living costs for all in America,
expanding their buying power overall.
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Universal Wealth, Brings a Great Technological Revolution…
Early America, once removed from the control of England’s suppressive laws,
rapidly advanced its economy. We in America today have an exceptional
advantage which will lift up our commerce within the economy for all in America.
What is that advantage? It is a technological revolution! Why haven’t we seen
technology lift up the economic strength of America today? It is political missmanagement through the flaw filled agendas of many politicians and their
manipulative regulations which has prevented the economic relief the communities of America need.
Today, the American economy is being controlled by overly aggressive governmental finance
regulations and continually demanding business licensing restrictions. These types of financial
demands on the individual business owner, and individuals themselves, create a governmental
dependency by holding down the prosperity of those who would pour commerce into our economic
state. Why build a dependency platform? It is simply so that the Politicians can keep their jobs and
continue to live an elitist lifestyle that is far above the masses for whom there are to represent.
Therefore today, instead of developing profitable businesses which pour stability into the economy
through profit sharing sales in a highly competitive market place, one that drives down the overall
product costs for all Americans; we have suppressed businesses in America running in default and
closing their doors to the American people. With these closures, the people of America line our
sidewalks, circling around the unemployment offices throughout our once prosperous Nation.
Today, the National, State by State,
Unemployment Rate is steadily
increasing above 10% of the total
population within each State! These
statistics greatly inhibit the growth of
our economy as depicted in the unemployment statistics shown here at
right.
Creating a prosperous economic
business environment through the
removal of taxation, and un-realistic
governmental regulations that hold
down economic growth and spending
will create a rapidly advancing
industrialization throughout America
adding an increase in the prosperity of
our economy, and to each the
individual. America’s economic
commerce stability will be no longer
considered a “Paper Tiger” by our
international neighbors. America will
flourish once again, both industrially
and in the individual lives of all
Americans.
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The Twelve Visions Party® 2016 Platform Summary
Universal Health Our Lives Depend on a Get Out of the Way
Government!
Today our health has been made completely vunerable through the passage of the Health Care Reform
Bill. All Americans should have the right to make those important decisions about what to do to extend
their lives, and improve their health. The recent health care reform bill has completely removed the
choice to life for those who may have complicated health issues to deal with. This is a prime example of
how continuing bureaucratic regulations deteriorate advancements in our health care industry. The
Prime Law Amendment will free today’s medical industry completely. Medical research investments will
soar as cost-prohibitive FDA like regulations on pharmaceutical companies are no longer the controlling
factor influencing our medical industry. When the flawed fill governmental practice of subversive control
gets out of the way of our medical industry, doctors, surgeons, research doctors, scientists, and
pharmaceutical companies will thrive again; driving down the cost of health care overall, and this will
bring highly advanced healthcare options to all of the American people. You can read the complete
Twelve Visions Party® Platform at: http://tvpnc.org/platform/ . There is so much more to offer the
people in America today! I ask you to believe in yourself today! Believe that you do not have to be
held down anymore! Believe that “We, the People in America” can stand together in unison and
power through our vote to take back our civil liberties, for ourselves and for the future of America
herself. The Prime Law Amendment removes the flaw filled ruling class elite from our government by
making them accountable to a protection only platform, one of non-initiatory force, fraud, or coercion.
You see, today’s government cannot not operate without implementing their flaw filled force and control
over the lives of the American people.
To learn more visit: www.twelvevisionsparty.com/.

The Prime Law Amendment
Preamble
*The purpose of human life is to prosper and live happily.
*The function of government is to provide the conditions that let individuals fulfill that purpose.
*The Prime Law guarantees those conditions by forbidding the use of initiatory force, fraud, or coercion
by any person or group against any individual, property, or contract.
Article 1
No person, group of persons, or government shall initiate force, threat of force, or fraud against any
individual’s self, property, or contract.
Article 2
Force is morally-and-legally justified only for protection from those who violate Article 1.
Article 3
No exceptions shall exist for Articles 1 and 2.
*The Prime Law® is the fundamental, natural law of protection (that directs all decisions and actions of the Twelve Visions Party) and is not open to
amendment or change.
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